Th& ciaihoc of finite elements generally is used for the boundary value problems* In some papers conoerned with its application to technical problems this method is also used far initial v&lua problems but without an; theoretioal explanations of »he convergence of the approximative solutions to the exact one (see e.g. 
K. Litewka, J. Musiynski (2) x = f(t,x,x) and (3) x(0) » xQ, ¿(0) = xr By assumptions nada on the function f problem (2), (3) has exactly one solution existing on <0,T>.
2.
Lemma. For any te<0,T> and any R such that t+jre<0,T> the solution x of (2), (3) satisfies (4) x(t+?) « x(t) +arx(t) + ij 2 i(t) + o(a-3 ),
Proof.
The solution x of the (2), (3) is of the olass C 2 «0,T>). Thus the functions i and x are bounded on<0,T>. Let K.. « max |x(t)| , ICj « max |x(t)| . for some 8e(0,1). For the solution x we have (for ¿«Sj) by (2) and (1) |x(t+<5) -x(t)| = | f(t+<5, x(t+6), x(t+6)) -f(t, x(t), x(t))k
*SL( 161 + | x( t+<5) -x(t)| + | x(t+<5) -i(t)| ) » = L(151 +|x(t+91<5)||«5| + | x(t+826)| I <5 | ^ L(1+K1+K2) |c5| <L( 1+K^+Kg) 12T|
for some 82 e (0,1). Then xft+Qgr) = x(t) + 0(3-) and then . from (5) we obtain (4). The function x* 1 of the form (7) is said to be an approximate solution if it satisfies the initial conditions Inserting x* 1 from (7) into (12) and taking into account that in the interval <lh-h, lh+h> only three funotionsi are not identically equal to zero we obtain
Dividing the interval of integration into two parts: <lh-h,lh> and <(lh,lh+h> and using (6) we get
To the integral given in (14) we apply the trapezoidal rale of integration, hence
The received system (15) with the conditions (11) will be treated as difference schema for the problem (2), (3)* Por the system (15) and (11) we will prove that for sufficiently small h all the coefficients a1 = 0,1,...,N can be found, and that the corresponding approximate solutions (7) converge to the solution of (2), (3)« 4. The proof of solvability of the system (11), (15) (for sufficiently small h) will be presented for the more general case. Let e^gR, k a 0,1,...,N, and consider the system
The system (11), (15) 
Por p = 2,3 » •.
• »3ST we have 
If p-HN and hN ® T we receive If the initial problem (2), (3) is o given for fs<0,°c)xR--R and f satisfies the inequality (1) for all t^tgg <Ot°°) we can introduce the functions (as in the section 3), but for ke JTujo} and approximate solutions of the form x h (t) = XI «^(t) (in "Galerkin rule" k=0 we take S). Observe that for any a £ e H the given series con~ 0 K verge for any <0, <*>). In this case we have the same condi-L.
tions (6), (11), (15) for the constants a^ (the conditions (15) are given for 1 eJf). For the system (11), (15) for 1 e JT the same proof as in the section 4 shows that it is possible to find all a !£he proofs given in sections 5-7 show that approximate solutions x* 1 tend to the so» lution of (2), (3) on every interval <0,T>o Thus we have the convergence on full interval <0, <*>).
